
Thorsten Leemhuis

Make the Linux developers
fix your kernel bug

 



  

intro;

a decent bug report most
of the time will do the trick



  

intro;
To:  iwlwifi_maintainer@example.com, iwlwifi_co_maintainer@example.com
CC:   iwlwifi_mailinglist@example.com, linux-kernel@vger.kernel.org 
Subject: iwlwifi: can't connect to my new Wifi 11XP / WPA 6NG router

Hi! I got a brand new Wifi router that already supports Wifi 11XP and WPA 6NG. My laptop  (Lenovo T14s AMD 
Gen2, Fedora 36) isn't able to connect to it, not even with the latest -rc release (6.0-rc4, vanilla, untainted).
I checked dmesg and noticed warning messages from the iwlwifi driver when I try to connect, among them:

[   35.890339] iwlwifi 0000:00:14.3: Microcode SW error detected. Restarting 0x0.

Is that a known problem? Can I reconfigure iwlwifi or my router to circumvent the problem somehow? 

Dmesg: https://example.org/myfiles/dmesg.txt [Connection attempt starting at timecode 0:35:17]
Kernel-Config: https://example.org/myfiles/config.txt [based on Fedora's]
Product page for the router: https://example.com/StarShiny-Is-Our-Band-New-Wifi-11-Router-with-WPA-6

Ciao, Thorsten



  



  

intro;

developers are *not obliged* to
fix each and every reported issue



  

intro;

would be impossible to make it mandatory 
anyway, as the kernel is made by volunteers(¹)

volunteers as in 'hobbyists' and
'developers from vendors helping voluntarily'

(¹) apart from a small number of  Linux Foundation Fellows like Linus or GregKH



  

intro;

would be impossible to make it mandatory 
anyway, as the kernel is made by volunteers(¹)

'volunteers' as in 'hobbyists' and
'developers from vendors helping voluntarily'

(¹) apart from a very small number of  Linux Foundation fellows like Linus or GregKH



  

intro;

developers themselves or their employers 
hence decide what to spend time on



  



  

intro;

think of a bug report
like asking for a favor



  

intro;

think of a bug report
like asking for a favor

from a volunteer



  

intro;

unfortunately, most kernel developers are
committed to help with all sorts of issues,

if their time and motivation permits
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committed to help with all sorts of issues,

if their time and motivation permits
that's why even reports with big flaws sometimes do the trick
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that's why even reports with big flaws sometimes do the trick



  

intro;

unfortunately, most kernel developers are
are totally buried in work

and get tons of reports



  

intro;

unfortunately, most kernel developers are
are totally buried in work

and get tons of bug reports



  

intro;

unfortunately, most kernel developers are
are totally buried in work

and get tons of bug reports
reports with flaws then are often the first things to be ignored



  

intro;

every flaw in your report hence increases
the risk that your report will be ignored



  

intro;

that's why I'll show you how to
avoid flaws



  

intro;

that's why I'll show you how to
submit such a decent report!



  

[ act 1 ]
the five most important aspects

to avoid a flawed report



  

what's important
a) ensure your kernel is vanilla
b) base your report on a fresh kernel
c) ensure your kernel's and system's integrity
d) submit your report to the right place
e) depict the problem adequately

decent report;



  

decent report; vanilla;

why? because that's the code 
kernel developer are working on!



  



  



  



  



  

decent report; vanilla;

any modifications or enhancements
to Linux codebase can cause issues 
in other, unmodified kernel areas



  

decent report; vanilla;

most Linux kernels used in the wild are 
heavily modified or enhanced and

thus unsuitable for reporting bugs upstream
especially those in RHEL, SLE, and Ubuntu



  

decent report; vanilla;

most Linux kernels used in the wild are 
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especially those in RHEL, SLE, and Ubuntu



  

decent report; vanilla;

most Linux kernels used in the wild are 
heavily modified or enhanced and

thus unsuitable for reporting bugs upstream
especially those in RHEL, SLE, and Ubuntu



  

decent report; vanilla;

report problems with such kernels to your 
vendor, e.g. your Linux distributor



  

decent report; vanilla;

or install a vanilla kernel yourself instead!
compile your own or install a pre-built one



  

decent report; vanilla;

focus on the vanilla kernel
in your report later!

bringing a distro kernel up even briefly will most of the time
make the report a lot harder to understand w/o any benefit



  

decent report; vanilla;

focus on the vanilla kernel
in your report later!

bringing a distro kernel up even briefly often just complicates 
the report and makes it a lot harder for others to grasp



  



  

intro;
To:  iwlwifi_maintainer@example.com, iwlwifi_co_maintainer@example.com
CC:   iwlwifi_mailinglist@example.com, linux-kernel@vger.kernel.org 
Subject: iwlwifi: can't connect to my new Wifi 11XP / WPA 6NG router

Hi! I got a brand new Wifi router that already supports Wifi 11XP and WPA 6NG. My laptop  (Lenovo T14s AMD 
Gen2, Fedora 36) isn't able to connect to it, not even with the latest -rc release (6.0-rc4, vanilla, untainted).
I checked dmesg and noticed warning messages from the iwlwifi driver when I try to connect, among them:

[   35.890339] iwlwifi 0000:00:14.3: Microcode SW error detected. Restarting 0x0.

Is that a known problem? Can I reconfigure iwlwifi or my router to circumvent the problem somehow? 

Dmesg: https://example.org/myfiles/dmesg.txt [Connection attempt starting at timecode 0:35:17]
Kernel-Config: https://example.org/myfiles/config.txt [based on Fedora's]
Product page for the router: https://example.com/StarShiny-Is-Our-Band-New-Wifi-11-Router-with-WPA-6

Ciao, Thorsten



  

what's important
a) ensure your kernel is vanilla
b) base your report on a fresh kernel
c) ensure your kernel's and system's integrity
d) submit your report to the right place
e) depict the problem adequately

decent report; 



  

what's important
a) ensure your kernel is vanilla
b) base your report on a fresh kernel
c) ensure your kernel's and system's integrity
d) submit your report to the right place
e) depict the problem adequately

decent report; 



  

decent report; vanilla;

why? because that's the code 
kernel developer care about!



  



  

decent report; freshness;

hence test if the issue happens
with the latest codebase



  

decent report; freshness;

it's in your personal interest, too:
that the first place where all bug are fixed



  

https://www.kernel.org/


  

https://www.kernel.org/


  

https://www.kernel.org/


  

decent report; freshness;

stable kernels have known bugs
that will never be fixed!



  

decent report; freshness;

sometimes fixes simply are
too complex or risky to backport



  

decent report; freshness;

that makes longterm (aka 'LTS') 
kernels extremely unsuitable(¹)

for reporting bugs!
(1) unless it's a regression within a longterm series; in that case see "Reporting regressions within a 
stable/longterm kernel" in https://docs.kernel.org/admin-guide/reporting-issues.html



  

decent report; freshness;

that makes longterm (aka 'LTS') 
kernels extremely unsuitable(¹)

for reporting bugs!
(1) unless it's a regression within a longterm series; in that case see "Reporting regressions within a 
stable/longterm kernel" in https://docs.kernel.org/admin-guide/reporting-issues.html



  Theodore Ts'o aka 'tytso' in https://lore.kernel.org/ksummit/Yzg7pHspc72I7TAb@mit.edu/



  

https://www.kernel.org/


  

decent report; freshness;

focus your report on the
freshest kernel you tested

mentioning other versions most of the time
will complicate the report unnecessarily



  



  

intro;
To:  iwlwifi_maintainer@example.com, iwlwifi_co_maintainer@example.com
CC:   iwlwifi_mailinglist@example.com, linux-kernel@vger.kernel.org 
Subject: iwlwifi: can't connect to my new Wifi 11XP / WPA 6NG router

Hi! I got a brand new Wifi router that already supports Wifi 11XP and WPA 6NG. My laptop  (Lenovo T14s AMD 
Gen2, Fedora 36) isn't able to connect to it, not even with the latest -rc release (6.0-rc4, vanilla, untainted).
I checked dmesg and noticed warning messages from the iwlwifi driver when I try to connect, among them:

[   35.890339] iwlwifi 0000:00:14.3: Microcode SW error detected. Restarting 0x0.

Is that a known problem? Can I reconfigure iwlwifi or my router to circumvent the problem somehow? 

Dmesg: https://example.org/myfiles/dmesg.txt [Connection attempt starting at timecode 0:35:17]
Kernel-Config: https://example.org/myfiles/config.txt [based on Fedora's]
Product page for the router: https://example.com/StarShiny-Is-Our-Band-New-Wifi-11-Router-with-WPA-6

Ciao, Thorsten



  

what's important
a) ensure your kernel is vanilla
b) base your report on a fresh kernel
c) ensure your kernel's and system's integrity
d) submit your report to the right place
e) depict the problem adequately

decent report;



  

what's important
a) ensure your kernel is vanilla
b) base your report on a fresh kernel
c) ensure your kernel's and system's integrity
d) submit your report to the right place
e) depict the problem adequately

decent report;



  

decent report; vanilla;

why? because a local aspect
might cause the problem!



  



  



  

decent report; integrity;



  

decent report; integrity;



  

decent report; integrity;

frequent cause: Nvidia's own GPU drivers
both of them, the license doesn't matter



  

decent report; integrity;

frequent cause: Nvidia's own GPU drivers
both of them, the license is irrelevant



  

decent report; integrity;

kernels with out-of-tree drivers
are unsuitable for reporting issues upstream

they are enhanced and thus not vanilla anymore



  

decent report; integrity;

deinstall such drivers, reboot,
check if issue still present



  

decent report; integrity;

many other incidents
can taint a kernel

and most of them make it 
unsuitable for reporting bugs



  

decent report; integrity;

many other incidents
can taint a kernel

and most of them make it 
unsuitable for reporting bugs



  

decent report; integrity;

big and important exception:
the first Oops, warning, etc.



  



  



  https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/admin-guide/reporting-issues.html

https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/admin-guide/reporting-issues.html


  https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/admin-guide/tainted-kernels.html

https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/admin-guide/tainted-kernels.html


  



  

intro;
To:  iwlwifi_maintainer@example.com, iwlwifi_co_maintainer@example.com
CC:   iwlwifi_mailinglist@example.com, linux-kernel@vger.kernel.org 
Subject: iwlwifi: can't connect to my new Wifi 11XP / WPA 6NG router

Hi! I got a brand new Wifi router that already supports Wifi 11XP and WPA 6NG. My laptop  (Lenovo T14s AMD 
Gen2, Fedora 36) isn't able to connect to it, not even with the latest -rc release (6.0-rc4, vanilla, untainted).
I checked dmesg and noticed warning messages from the iwlwifi driver when I try to connect, among them:

[   35.890339] iwlwifi 0000:00:14.3: Microcode SW error detected. Restarting 0x0.

Is that a known problem? Can I reconfigure iwlwifi or my router to circumvent the problem somehow? 

Dmesg: https://example.org/myfiles/dmesg.txt [Connection attempt starting at timecode 0:35:17]
Kernel-Config: https://example.org/myfiles/config.txt [based on Fedora's]
Product page for the router: https://example.com/StarShiny-Is-Our-Band-New-Wifi-11-Router-with-WPA-6

Ciao, Thorsten



  

what's important
a) ensure your kernel is vanilla
b) base your report on a fresh kernel
c) ensure your kernel's and system's integrity

 [continued]
d) depict the problem adequately

decent report; integrity;



  

decent report; integrity;

Is your hardware working reliably 
and as specified?

Is your kernel's environment well?



  

decent report; integrity;

memtest: great idea!
overclocking: stupid idea!

issue with file-system? fsck the volume!
all required firmware files present?

…



  

decent report; integrity;

check `dmesg -H`
look out for anything red or bold,

it might be related to your problem



  



  

what's important
a) ensure your kernel is vanilla
b) base your report on a fresh kernel
c) ensure your kernel's and system's integrity
d) submit your report to the right place
e) depict the problem adequately

decent report; 



  

what's important
a) ensure your kernel is vanilla
b) base your report on a fresh kernel
c) ensure your kernel's and system's integrity
d) submit your report to the right place
e) depict the problem adequately

decent report;



  

decent report; vanilla;

why? because developers can't 
have their eyes everywhere!



  



  

decent report; vanilla;

the right place depends on the 
subsystem where you

suspect the issue originates :-/



  



  



  



  



  https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/process/maintainers.html  
https://git.kernel.org/pub/scm/linux/kernel/git/torvalds/linux.git/tree/MAINTAINERS

https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/process/maintainers.html
https://git.kernel.org/pub/scm/linux/kernel/git/torvalds/linux.git/tree/MAINTAINERS


  

decent report; vanilla;

most maintainers & subsystems
want reports by email



  

decent report; vanilla;

most maintainers & subsystems
want reports by email

with a mailing list in CC



  https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/process/maintainers.html  
https://git.kernel.org/pub/scm/linux/kernel/git/torvalds/linux.git/tree/MAINTAINERS

https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/process/maintainers.html
https://git.kernel.org/pub/scm/linux/kernel/git/torvalds/linux.git/tree/MAINTAINERS


  https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/process/maintainers.html  
https://git.kernel.org/pub/scm/linux/kernel/git/torvalds/linux.git/tree/MAINTAINERS

https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/process/maintainers.html
https://git.kernel.org/pub/scm/linux/kernel/git/torvalds/linux.git/tree/MAINTAINERS


  

decent report; vanilla;

a small number of subsystems
actually use bug trackers



  https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/process/maintainers.html  
https://git.kernel.org/pub/scm/linux/kernel/git/torvalds/linux.git/tree/MAINTAINERS

https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/process/maintainers.html
https://git.kernel.org/pub/scm/linux/kernel/git/torvalds/linux.git/tree/MAINTAINERS


  

decent report; vanilla;

a small number of subsystems
actually use bugzilla.kernel.org



  https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/process/maintainers.html  
https://git.kernel.org/pub/scm/linux/kernel/git/torvalds/linux.git/tree/MAINTAINERS

https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/process/maintainers.html
https://git.kernel.org/pub/scm/linux/kernel/git/torvalds/linux.git/tree/MAINTAINERS


  

decent report; vanilla;

devs of many (most?) other subsystem never 
get aware of bugs filed in bugzilla.kernel.org

and the reports hence often are ignored



  



  

intro;
To:  iwlwifi_maintainer@example.com, iwlwifi_co_maintainer@example.com
CC:   iwlwifi_mailinglist@example.com, linux-kernel@vger.kernel.org 
Subject: iwlwifi: can't connect to my new Wifi 11XP / WPA 6NG router

Hi! I got a brand new Wifi router that already supports Wifi 11XP and WPA 6NG. My laptop  (Lenovo T14s AMD 
Gen2, Fedora 36) isn't able to connect to it, not even with the latest -rc release (6.0-rc4, vanilla, untainted).
I checked dmesg and noticed warning messages from the iwlwifi driver when I try to connect, among them:

[   35.890339] iwlwifi 0000:00:14.3: Microcode SW error detected. Restarting 0x0.

Is that a known problem? Can I reconfigure iwlwifi or my router to circumvent the problem somehow? 

Dmesg: https://example.org/myfiles/dmesg.txt [Connection attempt starting at timecode 0:35:17]
Kernel-Config: https://example.org/myfiles/config.txt [based on Fedora's]
Product page for the router: https://example.com/StarShiny-Is-Our-Band-New-Wifi-11-Router-with-WPA-6

Ciao, Thorsten



  

what's important
a) ensure your kernel is vanilla
b) base your report on a fresh kernel
c) ensure your kernel's and system's integrity
d) submit your report to the right place
e) depict the problem adequately

decent report; 



  

what's important
a) ensure your kernel is vanilla
b) base your report on a fresh kernel
c) ensure your kernel's and system's integrity
d) submit your report to the right place
e) depict your problem adequately

decent report; 



  

decent report; vanilla;

why? because like everybody 
developers value their time

and like every human their attention span is limited, too



  



  

decent report; depiction; 

"how to write a good report"
is worth its own, quite long talk :-/

hence we'll just briefly cover things important for kernel bugs



  

decent report; depiction; 

"how to write a good report"
is worth its own, quite long talk :-/

hence we'll just briefly cover things important for kernel bugs



  

decent report; depiction; 

try to keep the
depiction of the problem short



  

intro;
To:  iwlwifi_maintainer@example.com, iwlwifi_co_maintainer@example.com
CC:   iwlwifi_mailinglist@example.com, linux-kernel@vger.kernel.org 
Subject: iwlwifi: can't connect to my new Wifi 11XP / WPA 6NG router

Hi! I got a brand new Wifi router that already supports Wifi 11XP and WPA 6NG. My laptop  (Lenovo T14s AMD 
Gen2, Fedora 36) isn't able to connect to it, not even with the latest -rc release (6.0-rc4, vanilla, untainted).
I checked dmesg and noticed warning messages from the iwlwifi driver when I try to connect, among them:

[   35.890339] iwlwifi 0000:00:14.3: Microcode SW error detected. Restarting 0x0.

Is that a known problem? Can I reconfigure iwlwifi or my router to circumvent the problem somehow? 

Dmesg: https://example.org/myfiles/dmesg.txt [Connection attempt starting at timecode 0:35:17]
Kernel-Config: https://example.org/myfiles/config.txt [based on Fedora's]
Product page for the router: https://example.com/StarShiny-Is-Our-Band-New-Wifi-11-Router-with-WPA-6

Ciao, Thorsten



  

decent report; depiction; 

if the problem is complicated,
write a detailed description
and put a TLDR on top of it

many people will only read the first paragraph,
hence try to grab their attention there



  

decent report; depiction; 

take some time to find a good
and descriptive subject

that's the only thing many people will read!



  

intro;
To:  iwlwifi_maintainer@example.com, iwlwifi_co_maintainer@example.com
CC:   iwlwifi_mailinglist@example.com, linux-kernel@vger.kernel.org 
Subject: iwlwifi: can't connect to my new Wifi 11XP / WPA 6NG router

Hi! I got a brand new Wifi router that already supports Wifi 11XP and WPA 6NG. My laptop  (Lenovo T14s AMD 
Gen2, Fedora 36) isn't able to connect to it, not even with the latest -rc release (6.0-rc4, vanilla, untainted).
I checked dmesg and noticed warning messages from the iwlwifi driver when I try to connect, among them:

[   35.890339] iwlwifi 0000:00:14.3: Microcode SW error detected. Restarting 0x0.

Is that a known problem? Can I reconfigure iwlwifi or my router to circumvent the problem somehow? 

Dmesg: https://example.org/myfiles/dmesg.txt [Connection attempt starting at timecode 0:35:17]
Kernel-Config: https://example.org/myfiles/config.txt [based on Fedora's]
Product page for the router: https://example.com/StarShiny-Is-Our-Band-New-Wifi-11-Router-with-WPA-6

Ciao, Thorsten



  

decent report; depiction; 

state the version of your kernel,
if it's vanilla, and its taint status; 

mention distro and when relevant 
details on hardware, too



  

decent report; depiction; 

state the version of your kernel,
if it's vanilla, and its taint status; 

mention distro and when relevant 
details on hardware, too



  

intro;
To:  iwlwifi_maintainer@example.com, iwlwifi_co_maintainer@example.com
CC:   iwlwifi_mailinglist@example.com, linux-kernel@vger.kernel.org 
Subject: iwlwifi: can't connect to my new Wifi 11XP / WPA 6NG router

Hi! I got a brand new Wifi router that already supports Wifi 11XP and WPA 6NG. My laptop  (Lenovo T14s AMD 
Gen2, Fedora 36) isn't able to connect to it, not even with the latest -rc release (6.0-rc4, vanilla, untainted).
I checked dmesg and noticed warning messages from the iwlwifi driver when I try to connect, among them:

[   35.890339] iwlwifi 0000:00:14.3: Microcode SW error detected. Restarting 0x0.

Is that a known problem? Can I reconfigure iwlwifi or my router to circumvent the problem somehow? 

Dmesg: https://example.org/myfiles/dmesg.txt [Connection attempt starting at timecode 0:35:17]
Kernel-Config: https://example.org/myfiles/config.txt [based on Fedora's]
Product page for the router: https://example.com/StarShiny-Is-Our-Band-New-Wifi-11-Router-with-WPA-6

Ciao, Thorsten



  

decent report; depiction; 

upload & link or attach
clearly relevant logs and details

for mailed reports prefer linking, for example by creating a 
ticket in bugzilla.kernel.org where you upload those files



  

decent report; depiction; 

output from `dmesg` and `lspci -nn` almost 
always is relevant; kernel's .config often, too

for some issues, more will be needed: lsusb, lsscsi, …



  

decent report; depiction; 

ensure not to overload the report!



  

intro;
To:  iwlwifi_maintainer@example.com, iwlwifi_co_maintainer@example.com
CC:   iwlwifi_mailinglist@example.com, linux-kernel@vger.kernel.org 
Subject: iwlwifi: can't connect to my new Wifi 11XP / WPA 6NG router

Hi! I got a brand new Wifi router that already supports Wifi 11XP and WPA 6NG. My laptop  (Lenovo T14s AMD 
Gen2, Fedora 36) isn't able to connect to it, not even with the latest -rc release (6.0-rc4, vanilla, untainted).
I checked dmesg and noticed warning messages from the iwlwifi driver when I try to connect, among them:

[   35.890339] iwlwifi 0000:00:14.3: Microcode SW error detected. Restarting 0x0.

Is that a known problem? Can I reconfigure iwlwifi or my router to circumvent the problem somehow? 

Dmesg: https://example.org/myfiles/dmesg.txt [Connection attempt starting at timecode 0:35:17]
Kernel-Config: https://example.org/myfiles/config.txt [based on Fedora's]
Product page for the router: https://example.com/StarShiny-Is-Our-Band-New-Wifi-11-Router-with-WPA-6

Ciao, Thorsten



  

decent report; depiction; 

once finished, review subject
and first paragraph again

getting them right is crucial!



  

decent report; depiction; 

review the tone, too



  

decent report; depiction; 

reminder, think of it as asking
volunteers for a favor; 

volunteers that you know are
stressed and really short on time –

but you nevertheless want to motivate
them to spend their time on your behalf



  

decent report; depiction; 

reminder, think of it as asking
volunteers for a favor; 

volunteers that you know are
stressed and really short on time –

but you nevertheless want to motivate
them to spend their time on your behalf



  

decent report; depiction; 

reminder, think of it as asking
volunteers for a favor; 

volunteers that you know are
stressed and really short on time –

but you nevertheless want to motivate
them to spend their time on your behalf



  

intro;

hence makes it obvious that
you did your part of the job,

as that makes is attractive & easy
for the volunteers to help you



  

intro;

hence makes it obvious that
you did your part of the job,

as that makes is attractive & easy
for the volunteers to help you



  

1. create a decent report
a) ensure your kernel is vanilla
b) base your report on a fresh kernel
c) ensure your kernel's and system's integrity
d) submit your report to the right place
e) depict the problem adequately

decent report; 



  

[ act 1 ]
the most important aspects

to create a decent report



  

[ interlude ]
are all issues equal?



  



  

[ act 2 ]
how the kind of issue matters



  

how the kind of issue matters
a) issues someone is obliged to address
b) issues most likely to be ignored
c) all the other issues

kind of issue;



  

how the kind of issue matters
a) issues someone is obliged to address

I. security vulnerabilities
II. devastating bugs
III. regressions 

kind of issue; mustfix;



  https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/admin-guide/security-bugs.html

https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/admin-guide/security-bugs.html
https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/admin-guide/security-bugs.html


  

how the kind of issue matters
a) issues someone is obliged to address

I. security vulnerabilities
II. devastating bugs
III. regressions 

kind of issue; mustfix;



  

kind of issue; mustfix; devastating; 

something really really bad
data is lost or damaged, hardware is bricked, ...



  

kind of issue; mustfix; 

if you deal with one of these,
make it obvious in your report

and consider CCing Linus



  

how the kind of issue matters
a) issues someone is obliged to address

I. security vulnerabilities
II. devastating bugs
III. regressions 

kind of issue; mustfix;



  

kind of issue; mustfix; regressions; 

regression == something breaks
when updating the kernel

say from 5.15 -> 5.16 or from 5.17.3 -> 5.17.4



  

kind of issue; mustfix; regressions; 

"we don't cause regressions"
the first rule of Linux kernel development



  

kind of issue; mustfix; regressions; 

there is some fine print when it comes to the 
"we don't cause regressions" rule



  https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/admin-guide/reporting-regressions.html

https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/admin-guide/reporting-regressions.html


  

kind of issue; mustfix; regressions; 

more about this hopefully in
another mentorship session



  

how the kind of issue matters
a) issues someone is obliged to address

I. security vulnerabilities
II. devastating bugs
III. regressions 

kind of issue; mustfix;



  



  



  

how the kind of issue matters
a) issues someone is obliged to address
b) issues most likely to be ignored

kind of issue;



  

how the kind of issue matters
b) issues most likely to be ignored

I. known deficits

kind of issue; unlikely;



  

kind of issue; unlikely; deficits;

Linux contains many incomplete drivers



  

kind of issue; unlikely; deficits;

no volunteer with enough time and/or 
motivation to improve things

or some real-world issue prevents 
improvements



  

kind of issue; unlikely; deficits;

no volunteer with enough time and/or 
motivation to improve things

or some real-world issues
prevents improvements



  

 kind of issue; unlikely; deficits;

check internet and docs for known deficits
can save you from wasting time on a useless report



  

how the kind of issue matters
b) issues most likely to be ignored

I. known deficits

kind of issue; unlikely;



  

how the kind of issue matters
b) issues most likely to be ignored

I. known deficits
II. code without an active maintainer

kind of issue; unlikely;



  

kind of issue; unlikely; w/o maintainer;

orphaned code often remains,
as it useful for people



  https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/process/maintainers.html

https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/process/maintainers.html


  

kind of issue; unlikely; w/o maintainer;

sending at least a quick brief report 
definitely a good idea



  https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/process/maintainers.html

https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/process/maintainers.html


  

kind of issue; unlikely; w/o maintainer;

sending at least a quick brief report
likely worth it



  

how the kind of issue matters
a) issues someone is obliged to address
b) issues most likely to be ignored



  

how the kind of issue matters
a) issues someone is obliged to address
b) issues most likely to be ignored
c) all the other issues



  

kind of issue; unlikely; the rest;

what matters for these
is quickly explained:



  

kind of issue; unlikely; the rest;

the quality of your report!



  

[ act 2 ]
how the kind of issue matters



  

[ act 3 ]
how to ideally handle an actual bug 

report from start to finish



  https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/admin-guide/reporting-issues.html

https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/admin-guide/reporting-issues.html


  

[act 3, first section]
preparations



  

preparations;

(1) ensure you have a kernel suitable 
for reporting bugs upstream
or are willing to install one



  

preparations; suitable kernel;

why? Linux developers don't care
about most kernels used in the wild!



  

preparations;

(2) search for exiting
reports to join



  

preparations; search;

why? can safe yourself
a lot of time & trouble!

and other people, too!



  



  https://lore.kernel.org/all/

https://lore.kernel.org/all/


  



  

preparations; search;

remember to vary your
search terms a few times!

this is crucial, nevertheless a lot of people neglect this :-/
[and thus make their own life unnecessarily hard…]



  

preparations;

(3) classify: severe problem,  
regression, or issue

unlikely to be addressed?



  

preparations; classify;

why? the first two require special handling!
and in the third case you might want to save yourself the trouble



  

preparations; 

(4) check if your setup might
be causing your problem



  

preparations; self-check;

why? can safe yourself a lot of trouble!
and other people, too ;)



  

preparations; 

(5) create a fresh backup and put 
system repair tools at hand



  

preparations; backup & restore;

why? to prepare yourself for
emergencies during further tests!



  

preparations;

(6) ensure you are not using 
externally developed modules



  

preparations; no ext. modules;

why? they can cause bugs in totally
different areas of the kernel!



  

preparations;

(7) ensure your kernel is not 'tainted' 
before issue occurs



  

preparations; tainted;

why? proceeding might not be worth it, 
as the taint might be due to

something problematic



  

preparations;

(8) write down briefly
how to reproduce the issue



  

preparations; first depiction; 

why? basis for your reports(¹)
and further experiments

(¹) if you deal with multiple issues at once, separate them (unless they're
very strongly entangled), as you need to report them separately 



  

preparations;

(9) regression within
a stable or longterm series?



  

preparations; stable regressions;

why? then you can take a shortcut!



  
https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/admin-guide/reporting-issues.html#reporting-regressio
ns-within-a-stable-and-longterm-kernel-line

https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/admin-guide/reporting-issues.html#reporting-regressions-within-a-stable-and-longterm-kernel-line
https://www.kernel.org/doc/html/latest/admin-guide/reporting-issues.html#reporting-regressions-within-a-stable-and-longterm-kernel-line


  

preparations;

(10) locate driver or subsystem that 
seems to cause the issue



  

preparations; submission;

why? you need to check where the developers 
of that kernel subsystem

expect reports to be submitted to!



  

testing & reporting;

(11) check the archives of that place 
for existing reports



  

testing & reporting; search again;

why? again: can safe you a lot of trouble!



  

[act 3, first section]
preparations



  

[act 3, second section]
testing & reporting



  

testing & reporting;

(12) install a really fresh
vanilla kernel – ideally mainline



  

testing & reporting; fresh kernel;

why? to have a kernel the developers actually 
care about and check if somebody

fixed the problem already!



  

testing & reporting;

(13) ensure this kernel
does not taint itself



  

testing & reporting; tainted, part 2;

why? we already covered this –
but now it matters for real!



  

testing & reporting; 

(14) reproduce the issue
with this kernel



  

testing & reporting; validate; 

why? to check if it already got fixed!



  

testing & reporting;

(15) optimize your
depiction how to reproduce



  

testing & reporting; optimize depiction;

why? to make it really easy
to grasp for others!



  

testing & reporting;

(16) if you deal with a stack trace(¹), 
consider decoding it

(¹) e.g. when your failure involves a ‘panic’, ‘Oops’, ‘warning’, or ‘BUG’ shown in `dmesg`



  

testing & reporting; decode;



  

testing & reporting; decode;

why? tells developers the line of
code where the error occurred!

but it's okay to ignore this in the initial report



  

testing & reporting; 

(17) regression? find out
when it started

narrow down the range as much as possible



  

testing & reporting; regression cause;

why? when done properly, it identifies the 
exact change causing the problem

which determines who's responsible
and nearly guarantees a timely fix, too



  

testing & reporting; regression cause;

more about this hopefully in another 
mentorship session about regressions



  

testing & reporting; 

(18) compile & submit
the report



  

testing & reporting; submission;

why? you got everything you need now!



  

testing & reporting; 

(19) wait for reactions and
keep the ball rolling

e.g. until you can accept the outcome in one way or the other



  

testing & reporting; keep rolling;

why? your work is not done
with the submission!



  

testing & reporting; keep rolling;

developers might ask questions
or will tell you to test something
help as much as you can by reacting publicly

and in a timely manner to any inquiries



  

testing & reporting; keep rolling;

keep in mind: a lot of developers
are overloaded with work

and they occasionally go on vacations, too



  

testing & reporting; keep rolling;

a report without a reply in two or three weeks 
is likely dead and forgotten

prod it, but be kind and friendly; and check if your report was 
really decent, as than that might be why is was ignored



  

testing & reporting; keep rolling;

also: new kernel versions that might fix the 
issue will be released

and you might not be told about the fix!



  

testing & reporting; keep rolling;

if there was a new mainline -rc1 released in 
between, check if issue still present there



  

testing & reporting; keep rolling;

if you don’t get any help or if it’s unsatisfying, 
try to help yourself

see reporting-issues.rst for details



  

testing & reporting; 

that's it!
reporting-issues.rst has way more details on

how to actually perform each of these certain steps



  https://docs.kernel.org/admin-guide/reporting-issues.html

https://docs.kernel.org/admin-guide/reporting-issues.html


  

[ finally() ]
let's sum things up!



  

finally()

think of a bug report
like asking for a favor

from a volunteer



  

finally()

think of a bug report
like asking for a favor

from a volunteer



  

finally()

be kind and make it easy to help you,
then most of the time you will be helped



  

finally()

that's why a decent report is
so important!



  

finally()

that's why a decent report is
in your own interest!



  https://docs.kernel.org/admin-guide/reporting-issues.html

https://docs.kernel.org/admin-guide/reporting-issues.html


  

finally()

submit your report to the
appropriate place



  

finally()

ensure the report covers aspects 
important for developers, but… 



  

finally()

…is still is easy & quickly
to grasp for everyone



  

finally()

[and make it obvious if you deal with
a regression or severe issue]



  

finally()

but most importantly: avoid
red-flags by doing the following



  

finally()

test & report with a kernel that's 
 really fresh, untainted,

and vanilla
and mentioned that you did so



  

finally()

test & report with a kernel that's 
really fresh, untainted,

and vanilla
and mentioned that you did so



  

finally()

test & report with a kernel that's 
really fresh, untainted,

and vanilla
and mentioned that you did so



  

finally()

test & report with a kernel that's 
really fresh, untainted,

and vanilla!
and mentioned that you did so



  

finally()

test & report with a kernel that's 
really fresh, untainted,

and vanilla!
[and mentioned in your report that you did so!]



  

finally()

that's it; questions?



  

Thorsten Leemhuis

mail: linux@leemhuis.info
GPG Key: 0x72B6E6EF4C583D2D

#fediverse: @kernellogger@fosstodon.org (en), 
@knurd42@social.linux.pizza  (en)

#EOF



  

intro;
To:  iwlwifi_maintainer@example.com, iwlwifi_co_maintainer@example.com 
CC:   iwlwifi_mailinglist@example.com, linux-kernel@vger.kernel.org, regressions@lists.linux.dev
Subject: [Regression] iwlwifi: wifi broken as of Linux 6.0-rc1 ("probe of 0000:00:14.3 failed with error -110")

Hi! Since updating from 5.19.5 to latest mainline (6.0-rc4, vanilla, untainted) my Laptop (Lenovo T14s AMD Gen2 
with Fedora 36) my systems doesn't show any WiFi devices anymore. I noticed these error msgs in dmesg:

[    2.065312] iwlwifi 0000:00:14.3: enabling device (0000 -> 0002)
[    2.199881] iwlwifi: probe of 0000:00:14.3 failed with error -110

Does anyone have an idea what might be wrong here? Or is somebody maybe even working on a fix already? If not 
I'd be willing to perform a bisection to get down to the root of the problem.

Dmesg: https://example.org/myfiles/dmesg.txt 
Kernel-Config: https://example.org/myfiles/config.txt [based on Fedora's]

Ciao, Thorsten
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